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NWYRC Host Guidelines (Revised 4/14/2016) 1. Registration, Eligibility, and Charters  We suggest entry fees of approximately $40 or less per sailor if possible.  Please submit NOR draft to series chair for review 5 weeks prior to the event. After review series chair will post/circulate NOR.  If there are t-shirts or other items for sale we suggest making these available for extra purchase rather than including them in the entry fee.  Encourage or require pre-registration. This will cut down on your costs (less guess work) and give competitors a good idea of who is in their fleet.  If you do allow registration the morning of, consider adding a late fee of $10.  When possible it’s encouraged that hosts provide charter boats at a nominal fee. It’s up to hosts to determine this fee, but it’s typically no more than $50 for a weekend. The highest charter demand is usually in the double-handed “white sails” class.  The host shall determine which boat to use for the double-handed “white sails” class. Either CFJs, Collegiate 420 (no spin/trap), or V15s.  The host shall also determine the double-handed “kites & wires” class. This may be either the 29er or the Club 420 w/spin & trap.  All sailors must be registered with the NWYRC. They only have to do this once and then they’re in the system. If it’s a sailor’s first regatta chances are they’ll need to register with NWYRC. We need the help of all registration volunteers to crosscheck that participants get registered with NWYRC. 2. Keep it Safe  Make sure competitors are wearing USCG approved Type III PFDs, not buoyancy aids (ie Zhik brand). This is a major issue of liability for any host that allows minors on the water without an approved PFD.  Have an on the water safety plan in case of bad weather or emergency. Share it with visiting coaches and have a quick safety meeting with ALL support/coach boat either before or after the skippers meeting.  Consider flying a big flag with a red cross on one of the docks all weekend. Good visual for where coaches and EMTs can both rendezvous in an emergency.  Do head counts before, during, and after racing. Did everyone finish the race? Did everyone make it back to shore? Have a plan to account for sailors.  Remind sailors it’s OK to call it a day early, but make sure they tell someone. If it’s a long sail do you have the resources to provide escorts back to the dock? If not, do you have a way of anchoring retired boats off to the side of the race course?  Don’t rely too heavily on Rule 4 (Decision to Race). There are times where RC must make that decision. Usually when a sailor becomes a danger to themselves or others. Suggest adding that wording to SI’s. Check with their coach first if applicable.  Designate a chief safety boat/safety officer. That person monitors the racing and helps PRO decide if it is prudent to keep racing. Is there a parent who is a doctor that can ride on board?







Make sure competitors have tow lines affixed to their boats and that safety/mark boat operators are qualified and competent at rescuing capsized boats.  Require all spectator/coach boats to monitor a designated VHF radio channel while afloat. Remind them that they are expected to help in case of emergency, regardless of whether or not it’s their sailor in trouble. 3. Sailor Care  Allow approx. 5 minutes between when the last boat finishes and the first warning so that ALL sailors have a chance to check in with their coach, drink some water, reapply sunscreen, go to the bathroom etc.  Consider adding one “longer” (15 mins) break afloat for lunch. During this time also consider providing a larger boat with working head as a relief point where girls can use the bathroom or address sanitary needs.  Designate a support boat to carry water and snacks for competitors that can be passed out between races.  In an effort to be green and reduce trash, bottled water is discouraged. Sailors should have a reusable water bottle with them that can be re-filled from water jugs carried by support boats.  Allow coaching during the race for the back “15%” of the fleet so that they are learning something, not just sailing around in last place.  Make sure that there are support boats that can tow sailors to and from the race course if it’s a long sail and they don’t have a coach (JAM, Bellingham, etc.) 4. Starts  Signals should be made in accordance with Rule 26 (5 Minute Start with Flags). This prepares sailors for racing beyond High School/College Sailing.  Smaller fleets may be combined with larger fleets . It’s common for the smaller Laser Full Rig fleet to start with the Radials and maybe even the 4.7’s, but then scored independently.  Race committee should be prepared to use the I Flag in the case of multiple general recalls. Most youth sailors are already familiar with this rule from high school sailing. 5. Courses  The target time should be about 30-35 minutes per race.  For slower classes like the Opti this might mean setting a shorter windward of a different color. A better solution is to have a separate Opti course for both Champ and Green Fleet.  In regattas with more than 4 starts, or close to 100 participants, it’s recommended that there be an “Alpha” (Lasers, FJs, 29ers) and “Bravo” (Opti Green/Champ) course.  Consider using a time limit of 60 minutes. Make sure that there is a time keeper for each fleet.  Boats who are holding up racing may be finished in place if there is a clear order. This will help keep races moving.  Windward/Leeward, Modified Windward/Leeward, and Trapezoid Courses are preferred.  Leeward gates and windward offsets are recommended when doing Windward/Leeward courses with larger fleets.



  



Use separate start/finish lines to avoid confusion. It’s recommended that the start/finish lines be restricted if applicable. At venues where spectating is not possible from shore, provide parents with a designated spectator boat (BYC, JAM, JO’s Etc.). This is a great way for “clubies” to volunteer!



6. Schedule  Start time of noon is recommended for Saturday with goal of getting in at least half the regatta that day (6 or 7 Races). Make sure the meal prep team (if applicable) is flexible, since racing can go late on Saturdays.  Sunday generally uses an earlier start and finish time. Recommended that first start is at 10am on Sunday and last warning is at 3pm. Awards no later than 4:30 if possible.  10 races is generally the target number per regatta. Make sure this is included in the Sailing Instructions and NOR.  Do awards as quickly as possible after racing on Sunday . Encourage all competitors to stick around, but be aware that many people have long drives and ferries to catch. 7. Scoring, Protests, and Awards  You are free to use any scoring software program you please, so long as the regatta is scored in accordance with Appendix A, which includes one (1) throw out after five (5) races a second throw-out when at least 10 races have been completed.  Protests are infrequent, but do happen. These are best settled using “3 Minute Justice,” where each party gets a minute (approx.) and then the committee gets a minute to deliberate. Nothing is worse than a long drawn out protest hearing, especially if it has little bearing on the results. There’s not a national championship on the line.  Protest committees often consist of one member of the race committee (unless a sailor is protesting RC or seeking redress because of improper action by the RC) and two coaches who don’t have sailors involved in the incident and don’t stand to significantly gain based on the protest results.  Sailors may protest one another for not complying with class rules, or using illegal equipment. It is on the sailors to enforce these class rules, not the race committee. The race committee may however protest a competitor for a safety violation, such as not wearing a Coast Guard approved PFD or failing to carry an appropriate bowline.  Awards are encouraged and should be proportionate to fleet size.  In double-handed classes it is important that regatta organizers recognize both the skipper AND crew.  Opti Champ Fleet (White, Blue, Red) shall race and be scored together. The host may choose to recognize and/or award the top finisher of each age bracket. This is more common in big fleets of 20+ boats. Otherwise it’s common to just recognize the top three overall, regardless of age.  No performance based awards for Green Fleet.



8. Opti Green Fleet  Green Fleeters are invited and encouraged to attend all NWYRC events.  The goal of Opti Green Fleet is to provide a safe, fun, and positive learning experience. The focus is on growth, not competition.  Consider a reduced entry fee for Green Fleet… (half the price of standard entry fee?)  When possible Green Fleet shall be sailed on a separate course, possibly sharing one with the Opti Champ fleet.  If racing on the same course as other fleets, then make sure Green has their own start, a shorter windward mark, and a way to distinguish them from Champ Fleet Opits (often a green ribbon affixed to their sprit pole).  Open coaching during racing is encouraged. Green Fleet coaches are expected to coach/help all Green Fleeters, not just their own.  The PRO is often one of the coaches. Sometimes coaches will rotate as PRO throughout the weekend.  Sailors in Green Fleet may use non-class approved equipment, included roto molded prams, if that’s what they have access to.  It’s common practice to take a 1-hour lunch break ashore in the middle of the day. Sometimes there is a group debrief during this time.  Green Fleet shall use the 3-minute start sequence since most kids won’t have a watch or be familiar with the 5-minute sequence yet.  Races should be about 15 minute long with short breaks between each race.  Green Fleet will typically not race in more than 10 knots.  They often have a separate skipper’s meeting (to avoid confusion) and an earlier finish time.  Results are kept, but no prizes shall be awarded based on performance. It’s encouraged that all Green Fleeters receive a participation medallion or award. This is to discourage cherry picking, where older sailors perpetually stay in Green Fleet to accumulate prizes. You can order participation medals from the USODA directly.  Cumulative Green Fleet results will not be kept.  When a sailor starts consistently finishing near the top of Green Fleet it’s time to move up to Champ Fleet, though there are no rules regarding age or number of years spent in Green Fleet.
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